
Do Seconds Count When it 
Comes to Dropped Food? 



Introductions/Research
Much information can be found on the topic of bacterial growth and dropping food. Adam and Jamie from 

a known science website; “MythBusters”, test to see if you drop your food on the ground for 5 seconds or less, 
will it pick up too much bacteria to the point where you can’t eat it? They dropped the food items on different 
materials such as toilet seats and tile. They also dropped food items on a floor that was equally contaminated. 
Their results were that the food will pick up bacteria as soon as it hits the floor, it's not very sanitary, but it is still 
edible. (Please see reference slide)

A few scientists conducted an experiment on the five second rule. They used watermelon, gummi bears, 
plain bread, and buttered bread as their food items. Next, they left the food on the ground for less than 1 second, 
5 seconds, 30 seconds, and 300 seconds. Their results were that the longer you leave the food on the ground 
the more bacteria it will pick up, also, the moisture level in the food impacts with the results, juicy watermelon 
picks up more than dry gummi bears. (Please see reference slide)

According to sciencing.com, agar plates are petri dishes containing agar in combination with a growth 
medium to culture microorganisms such as bacteria.(Please see reference slide)  According to ducksters.com, 
bacteria are tiny little organisms that are everywhere around us. We can't see them without a microscope 
because they are so small, but they are in the air, on our skin, in our bodies, in the ground, and all throughout 
nature. (Please see reference slide)



Statement of the Problem

Question/Problem
 In this experiment, I will be testing the 3 and 10 second rule. I 
will test to see if dropping food on the floor for 3 seconds and 10 
seconds differ in the cleanliness and bacterial growth on the food.

The purpose of this experiment is to find out if there is a difference in bacterial 
growth when you leave food on an evenly contaminated surface for 3 seconds and 
10 seconds. I became interested in this experiment because I love to cook and bake, 
so I wanted to see how much bacteria is on some of my ingredients if I accidentally 
drop them for a certain amount of time. The information from this experiment can 
help people figure out if they still want to eat the food they drop.



Hypothesis/Predictions

I hypothesize that the foods will have different amounts of bacteria. 
According to SuperScience.com, research states that the food will pick up 
bacteria as soon as it hits the floor every time, but the moisture level affects 
how much it will pick up. Knowing this, I think leaving the food for 3 and 10 
seconds will not affect the bacterial level, but the moisture level will.

Independent- Amount of time food 
items remain on the floor

Dependent- Amount of bacteria on 
food item that was dropped

Variables



Materials
● 3 1” x 1” squares of cooked corn tortilla
● 3 1” x 1” squares of cooked bacon
● 3 slices of an apple
● 3 slices of a cucumber 
● 3 slices of an avocado
● 15 pre-poured agar filled sterile plates
● 15, 6” sterile swabs
● 1 tile divided into 10 boxes
● 10 teaspoons of dirt for each tile to soil
● 11 pairs of gloves 
● 10, 7” paper plates
● 1 stopwatch 
● 1 marker to write on petri dish
● 1 pen or pencil to write in notebook
● 1 volunteer to start stopwatch and take photos/videos 
● 1 camera for recording data 
● 1 roll of tape (not clear tape, you need to see it on the tile)
● SRC team of supervisors
● SRC approved Laboratory
● Laboratory PPE- lab coat, gloves, goggles, mask

Evenly divided tileAvocado Slices Apple Slices

Cooked Bacon

Corn Tortilla Sliced Cucumber

Agar Petri Dishes



Procedures
1. Get yourself ready by putting on gloves, lab coat, mask, and goggles.
2. Order 15 nutrient agar filled sterile petri dishes and 15 sterile swabs.
3. Divide a 12x12 inch tile into 10 even grid squares with tape. (you will drop each 

food onto a different square)
4. Evenly soil the tile by sifting the dirt from your yard onto one grid box on the tile at 

a time. (each box gets 1 teaspoon of dirt) Then rub the dirt all over the tile with 
your hands and dump it. (know this may be a bit of a messy step, you may want to 
go outside)

5. Label the bottom of the petri dishes with all of the foods. (ex. cooked bacon - 3 
seconds)

6. Place your food on one soiled tile square for 3 seconds. (make sure you're ready to 
pick it up in exactly 3 seconds, you will have to drop 5 different foods 2 times each 
for different amounts of time)

7. Utilize your volunteer to take photos and time the drop during the dropping and 
retrieving process.



Procedures Continued
8.        Retrieve your food item from the tile and place on a paper plate with the part that hit 
the floor facing up. Don’t let that side touch the plate.
9.        Swipe the side of the food that hit the ground with a sterile swab. (make sure you also 
swipe the 5 food items that you didn’t drop for your control group)
10.      Take the lid off of the petri dish and smear the swab onto it. (hold the dish away from 
any surface and don’t let the agar touch anything but the swab)
11.      Immediately put the petri dish lid back on and tape it so there is no cross 
contamination. Never open the dish again.
12.      Change your gloves before you drop a new food item every time so there is no cross 
contamination.
13.      Repeat steps 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 for the 10 second dropping trials.
14.      Observe the dishes after 5 days and count the number of bacteria colonies. (colonies 
are just the spots on the agar, they are clumps of bacteria)
15.      Write down your results in a notebook
16.      Graph your results. (Make sure you take pictures throughout the experiment.)



Results and Data

The results of this experiment were surprising. My hypothesis was 
contradicted. The results for this experiment showed that after averaging my 
food items, sliced cucumber had the most amount of bacteria, and sliced 
apple had the least amount of bacteria. When I dropped the cucumber for 
three seconds, it got 67 colonies, and 10 seconds had 91 colonies, the clean 
cucumber had 27 colonies. When I dropped the apple for three seconds, it got 
19 colonies, and 10 seconds picked up 28 colonies, the clean apple had six 
colonies. When I dropped the bacon, for three seconds, it got three colonies, 
10 seconds picked up 52 colonies, the clean bacon had one colony. When I 
dropped the tortilla for three seconds, it got 27 colonies, 10 seconds picked 
up 56 colonies, the clean tortilla had four colonies. When I dropped the 
avocado, for 3 seconds, it got 51 colonies, 10 seconds picked up 86 colonies, 
and clean avocado had 5 colonies.



Results: Data Table
3 Seconds
Colonial Growth

10 Seconds
Colonial Growth

Clean
Colonial Growth

Cooked Tortilla 27 56 4

Cooked Bacon 3 52 1

Sliced Apple 19 28 6

Sliced Cucumber 67 91 27

Sliced Avocado 51 86 5

Average 33.4 62.6 8.6



Results: Data Graph

 



Conclusion

For this experiment, my hypothesis was contradicted. One 
reason my experiment was a success is because I was precise with 
my contamination measurements when measuring the amount of 
dirt to put on the tile. It was also successful because I was able to 
pick the food off of the tile as soon as three or 10 seconds was 
reached.  The results told me that seconds do count when it comes 
to dropped food. My results proved that time affects the amount of 
bacteria your food picks up, so leaving your food on the ground for 
three seconds, picks up less bacteria then leaving it for 10 
seconds.



Implications and Ideas for Future Research…

 If I were to do this project again, I would use more food items 
such as gummy bears and bread, so I would have various 
moisture levels. This is because it seems that moisture affects 
the amount of bacteria that gets picked up. I would take it to the 
next level because I feel it would be more conclusive to say 
moisture affects my results. I would have made it more precise 
so everyone can truly know if seconds really count when it 
comes to dropped food. Finally, I would use a larger sample size 
to get more definitive results. 
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